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 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION- English Under Saddle 

1. Enter up center of arena at a trot. Halt in middle of arena maintaining halt 3-5 
seconds. Proceed at a trot and turn left at top of arena. 

2. Continue trotting down long side of the arena and perform a large circle 
(approximately 20m) in middle of arena.  Proceed down side of arena to the bottom. 

3. Pick up left lead canter in first corner at bottom of arena and then perform large 
circle (approximately 20m). 

4. Continue on left lead canter half way up long side of arena and then transition to trot 
continuing to top of arena. 

5. At the top of arena transition to walk and proceed halfway down side of arena. Turn 
at halfway point and free walk on loose rein on a short diagonal to the bottom of 
arena. Collect reins up and continue at a walk around the bottom end of the arena. 

6. In second corner at bottom of arena pick up trot and continue up long side of arena. 
Perform a large circle (approximately 20m) in middle of arena and then proceed up 
side of arena to the top. 

7. In first corner at top of arena pick up right lead canter and perform large circle 
(approximately 20m).   

8. Continue on right lead canter halfway down side of arena and then transition to trot 
continuing to bottom of arena. 

9. In second corner at bottom of arena turn and lengthen the trot on a diagonal to top of 
arena. At top of arena transition back to trot. 

10. Trot halfway down side of arena. In middle of arena perform half circle and continue 
up center of arena to the top center.   Perform a balanced halt standing in the halt 
for 3-5 seconds. 

11. Back 4-5 steps and pause.  

12. Walk forward 2-3 steps then halt.  Remain standing quietly until motioned forward by 
the evaluators. Walk to the evaluators for inspection and/or discussion.  
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